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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Afternoon.  Thank you for joining us for this TSDS Field Coordination Network Update.I want to make sure you can hear me.  Please raise your hand if you are able to hear.My name is Cynthia Cammack and I am here with several other TSDS team members. I’ll let them quickly introduce themselves. You are all muted; however, please feel free to ask questions either by raising your hand (and we will un-mute you) or by typing your questions in the chat field. We want to be sure questions are answered.  If we run out of time, we will follow-up with responses by email to the group. We are recording this session.
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AGENDA 

I. Background for TSDS studentGPS™ Dashboards 

II. Access to the Dashboards via TEAL and the Portal 

III. Dashboards Demonstration 

IV. Dates and Tasks Ahead 

V. Future FCN Meetings 

VI. Questions? 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our agenda for today is involves some information transfer on our part, as well as a request for input from you. We did a program status update recently with changes to the rollout and training dates for some TSDS components, so we will only provide a brief update here. Then we will share information on TSDS access via TEAL and the Portal, which follows a different model than previous TEA applications. After that we will ask for your input on future topics. Currently, we plan to focus in our next session on the studentGPS Dashboards. Scott will first give us some background on the dashboards.



Why studentGPSTM Dashboards?  
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Nationwide Best Practices Audit 

Academic Research 

Focus Groups with 3,000 Educators 

• Initial dashboards 
based on national 
education research 
and review of best 
practices across the 
country 

• Received and 
incorporated 
feedback on 
dashboard from 
3,000 educators in 
Texas  

• Enhancements to 
dashboards based on 
stakeholder 
feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get into the “Why studentGPS™ Dashboards”, let’s start out by defining “What are the studentGPS™ Dashboards”The dashboards are a collection of reports and metrics that provide educators with access to historical, timely, and predictive information on all Texas students with the ultimate goal of improving the education outcomes for all Texas students.Our partner,  the Michael Susan Dell Foundation developed the initial concept of the studentGPS™ Dashboards based on extensive national research and the feedback from 3000 Texas educators. Through this research, MSDF was able to identify what metrics are key indicators of student success. And with the effective use of these metrics for monitoring student performance and outcomes, teachers and administrators are equipped with the tools needed to ensure students have every opportunity to stay on track to graduate.TEA has been working closely with MSDF to continue to enhance dashboard functionality based on the feedback received from our 7 piloting Limited Production Release (LPR) Texas districts.



View of the Whole Student  
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Key  
Features: 

 Advanced course potential 
 College readiness indicators 

Academic 
Potential 

Attendance and 
Discipline 

Student 
Information 

Assessments and 
Grades 

 Daily attendance and  
days absent 

 Class period attendance 

 Tardy rates 
 Discipline 

 State assessments 
 Language assessments 
 Early reading 

 District benchmarks 
 Course / subject area grades 
 Credit accumulation and 4x4 

 College entrance exams (SAT, 
ACT, PSAT) 

 Program participation 
 Enrollment dates 
 Contact information 

 Key transcript data: 
– Current & historical courses, grades 
– TAKS and STAAR history 

 Highlights trends over time and flags negative trends 
 Easily drill down for more detail (e.g., detail, historical data, student exception lists) 
 Highlights where students are not meeting performance goals 

TSDS Field Coordination Network 9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk through some of the key metric categories implemented within the studentGPS™ Dashboards:Attendance and Discipline validate that students are present and ready to learnAssessments and Grades validate that students are meeting the standard level of achievement on standardized assessments and making adequate progress and growth across course and subject areas.Academic Potential  validate that students are working to their full potential in advanced courses and that students are college and career readyWith Student Information  providing basic profile information about a student and individualized historical dataThese metrics highlight trends over time, most importantly identifying and flagging negative trendsThe Dashboards provide easily drill down for more detail and will highlight where students are not meeting district, campus and student performance goalsThis near real-time data will be uploaded nightly, extracted out of each LEA’s own Student Information (SIS), Human Resource (HR) and Assessment systems. 



Convenient Access to Key Information 
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It can take 10 – 15 screens in the student information and other systems combined to get the 
information on the dashboard student profile page 

TSDS Field Coordination Network 9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the greatest achievements of the studentGPS™ Dashboards is the convenient access to key information. At TEA we understand the importance of an educator’s time and sometimes the lack of it within a school day. In the case of a student’s profile information, it could take a combined 10-15 screens from various source systems to achieve what the studentGPS™ Dashboards can present in a single screen view.Pretty remarkable and extremely useful when a teacher wants to schedule a parent/teacher conference.



Designed to Support Teacher Planning 
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•Provides access to 
historical, timely, and 
predictive information 
 
•Pulls from source multiple 
source systems 
 

•Data updates nightly 
 

•Format is user friendly and 
intuitive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The studentGPS™ Dashboards are powered with the information extracted out of existing LEA source systems on a nightly basis. This upload frequency provides educators access to timely data, early-warning indicators and historical data analysis for monitoring student performance and outcomes.TEA has been working closely with source vendors throughout the state to ensure compliance with the Texas Education Data Standards (TEDS).



7 LEAs with studentGPSTM Dashboards  

Lubbock 

PSJA 

Hays Taylor 

Allen Lewisville 

Alief 

Lubbock ISD 
Enrollment:29K 

Hays CISD 
Enrollment:14K 

Pharr-San Juan-
Alamo ISD 

Enrollment:32K 

Alief ISD 
Enrollment:46K 

Allen ISD 
Enrollment:19K 

Taylor ISD 
Enrollment:3K 

Lewisville ISD 
Enrollment:50K 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently 7 Texas school districts have been participating in a Limited Production Release of the studentGPS™ Dashboards. These LPRs include Hays, Lubbock, Lewisville, Allen, Alief, Taylor and PSJA.



Viewed as a Valuable Tool 
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“This will be so valuable in 
communicating with parents.” 

“I do LOVE that now I can 
access info about absences, 

credits, college readiness, etc. 
at the same time!” 

  
“With this data we would be 

able to identify and challenge 
our power kids!” 

  

100% of Lubbock ISD and 98% of PSJA ISD users said they are 
likely or very likely to recommend the dashboards to their 

colleagues 
TSDS Field Coordination Network 9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
District teachers currently using the dashboards have found them to be a valuable tool. Keep an eye out for case studies we will release in the next few weeks with more details from participating districts. Cynthia will talk with you now about the support model and access to the Dashboards.



 

 

TSDS Support Model for Dashboards 
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Provided by district or 
ESC with assistance 
from vendors 
 

Provided by ESCs 

Provided by TEA 

Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 

studentGPS™ Dashboards use the 
TSDS support model: 
 

•3 levels of support 
 
•TIMS for incident management 
 
•Additional support staff 
provided with assistance from 
the Michael and Susan Dell 
Foundation  

 
 

ESC Champions are an integral part of  Dashboards support 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StudentGPS Dashboards will use the TSDS three-level support model. ESC Champions are at the heart of this model, just as they are currently with PEIMS and Unique ID support. As we bring on Dashboards, we will add to that model with TIMS (the TSDS Incident Management System) and additional staff to support ESCs. 



TIMS – Incident Management Online 
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ESC Champions are an integral part of  Dashboards support 
 

Dashboards users will 
request assistance via 
the TSDS Incident 
Management System – 
accessed by the 
“Support” link in the 
TSDS Portal. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIMS is an enhanced version of the incident management system now in place, supported by ESC-10, for districts currently using Dashboards. Teachers and other Dashboards users are able to enter tickets online. We will be scheduling a webinar devoted solely to this topic, but just know that TEA will provide training for and access to TIMS for ESC Dashboards Champions.
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I. Background for TSDS studentGPS™ Dashboards 

II. Access to the Dashboards via TEAL and the Portal 

III. Dashboards Demonstration 

IV. Dates and Tasks Ahead 

V. Future FCN Meetings 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First we’ll do a quick review of TSDS program status. 



TEAL  Portal  studentGPS 
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TSDS Field Coordination Network 

TEAL Portal Dashboards 

PEIMS 

Unique ID 
UID 

9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like Unique ID, already in production, the Dashboards will be a part of TSDS. Users will log on to TEAL and have access to the TSDS Portal, the entranceway and facilitator for downstream applications, including studentGPS Dashboards. 



TSDS Portal – Entry to Dashboards 

Portal is the only TSDS application link the user sees in TEAL  
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TSDS Field Coordination Network 9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A user logs on to TEAL and then clicks the Texas Student Data System Portal to access the Dashboards – as well as any other TSDS application he/she has access to. 



To Portal for Dashboards or Support 

Use Portal buttons or quick links to access the Dashboards, TIMS (Support) or other 
TSDS applications. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once in the Portal, the user can access the Dashboards and TIMS (the Support link) via the Portal icons or quick links. The Dashboards icon will look very much like the Unique ID icon shown in this slide. The Support link displays a TIMS ticket entry screen for regular users; for support users, such as ESC Champions with level 2 support access, this link will display a TIMS icon that provides automated login to TIMS.



studentGPSTM Dashboards Access 
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TSDS Field Coordination Network 

PEIMS 

Permissions Granted 
Dashboard System 
Administrator sets up LEA 
users with Dashboard-
specific roles and uploads 
into DDM 

Request Roles 
Through TEAL UI 
LEA users who have 
been assigned a UID 
request Dashboard User 
role in TEAL  

OR 
Automated Process  
LEA performs request 
for prospective 
dashboard users to be 
added 

Confirm UIDs 
Within Dashboards, 
users are matched 
with Unique ID to 
specific roles 

TEAL Dashboards 

9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We talked a bit in our last meeting about the plan for LEA access. For studentGPSTM Dashboards, there will be steps that allow LEAs to maintain control over their user assignments, and provide LEAs with the option to have dashboards accounts provisioned through an automated process. If an LEA opts for the automated process via the dashboards downstream application, its user accounts will be created in TEAL, matched to Unique IDs, and then matched within the LEA Dashboards to specific roles. 



Generic TEAL Role Maps to LEA Roles 

The Dashboards User role in TEAL is assigned to all.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are only two roles in TEAL for Dashboards users – a temporary Dashboards Configurator role that allows an LEA administrator to set up local access, and a generic Dashboards User role that passes user information, including the Unique ID, to the local dashboards. The user access is mapped to the more granular Dashboards roles assigned at the LEA and uploaded to the Dashboards Datamart. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will start the exciting part of this presentation and look at a demo of the dashboards.



http://vimeo.com/47511948 

Demonstration of Dashboards: Overview 18 

TSDS Field Coordination Network 9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll turn this back over to Scott Johnson, who will share a closer look at the Dashboards with you. Most of you have already viewed the videos we have online, so Scott will show you a live demonstration. We will provide access for you in a follow-up email so that you can return to the demo on your own when you have time.

http://vimeo.com/47511948�
http://vimeo.com/47511948�
http://vimeo.com/47511948
http://vimeo.com/47511948
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cynthia will now take us through a look at dates and tasks ahead. 



studentGPS™ Dashboards LEA Training 

 18 hours of LEA studentGPS™ Dashboards Training 
 Conducted by ESC studentGPS™ Dashboards 

Champions 
 Delivered during November, 2013 for Fall Early 

Adopters Dashboards Stewards  
 Delivered early February 2014 for Spring Early 

Adopters Dashboards Stewards  
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TSDS Field Coordination Network 9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESC Champions will deliver 14 hours of training to Fall Early Adopters Dashboards stewards in November, and again in February for Spring Early Adopters. 



 
Course Modules & Time 
 

TSDS Field Coordination Network 

22 

9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In one of our next coordination meetings, we will discuss planning in more detail, but on this slide you can see a breakdown of the basic courses, or lessons. In our follow-up email to this meeting, we’ll send out more detailed descriptions of these. This should help you make some basic decisions about scheduling sessions in your region. The Dashboard Champions will deliver training to LEA Stewards, and in turn the LEA Stewards will deliver the training to their end users. In some cases, the LEA may have the ESC deliver the training to end users instead, and in these cases the LEA may not need a train the trainer course.



Additional Tasks for ESC Champions  
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 Work with Early Adopter LEAs to identify Data Stewards and Dashboard 
Stewards 

 Schedule local training 

 Communicate to LEAs: 

 Relevant information from TEA webinars  

 Training dates 

 The need to review staff roles and map those to Dashboards roles 

 The need to alert source vendors (SIS, assessment) to ensure TEDS-compliant 
extracts can be provided 

 The need for a local staging area for housing extracts to be loaded to the DDM 

TSDS Field Coordination Network 9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to training, your involvement will be key to making Dashboards a successful experience for districts and charter schools in your region. In our effort to encourage LEAs to look to ESCs for support, we do our best to work through you for all communication and training that goes to them. So, this slide shows your homework.We will need you to provide the following for LEAs:After TEA webinars, set up webinars or other communications with LEAs to share information from them that is relevant. For example, you can share information presented here from the Dashboards overview and access. Work with Early Adopter LEAs to identify Data Stewards and Dashboard Stewards. Please maintain distribution lists for these groups so that you can share with them pertinent information from what we share with you. Schedule local training and communicate those dates to LEAs.Also, communicate to LEAs:The need to review staff roles and map those to Dashboards roles. This will save an immense amount of time and headaches when accounts are set up.The need to alert source vendors (SIS, assessment vendors) to ensure TEDS-compliant extracts can be providedThe need for a local staging area for housing extracts to be loaded to the DDM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at dates and tasks ahead. 



Future Topics for ESC Champion Meetings 
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 Preferences for next two meeting dates? Please vote... 

 Which topic do you prefer to review next time we get 
together? 

 TSDS Support with TIMS 

 Plan for Training   

 LEA Rollout Planning 

 Other? 

 
TSDS Field Coordination Network 9/12/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Would you prefer to look at a plan for training in the next FCN meeting, or do you want to see a demo of TIMS?We plan to schedule these for Wednesday, October 2 and Thursday, October 10th. If there are other major events or meetings for statewide ESC staff scheduled at that time, please let us know.



Questions? 26 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What additional questions or comments do you have?

http://www.texasstudentdatasystem.org/�
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